
Crazy 2551 

Chapter 2551: Special disappearance (2) 

 

“””Dagole airport?”” Miao Ying was puzzled.””Isn’t that France? What does it have to do with us?””” 

“””It has nothing to do with us, but it has something to do with brother-in-law!”” Ding Lan said,””the 

police have caught the murderer. It’s none other than the Middle-Eastern beauty, amilora!””” 

“””What?”” Miao Ying was surprised.””Amiola? How … How did this happen?””” 

“””We suspect that the private vault might belong to londee,”” said Ding Lan.””Because londee’s 

successor killed the chief, so Amelia wants to avenge the chief!””” 

“””She … She did it alone?”” Miao Ying was puzzled.””She killed 11 security guards all by herself. What 

about the things in the vault?””” 

“””So far, that’s all we have,”” Ding Lan said.””Amerora has already been taken into custody by the local 

police …””” 

“””You … If Zhao Yu knew about this …”” Miao Ying finally understood what Ding Lan meant.””Would he 

go to Paris?”” she asked. This … Could be the enemy’s trap?””” 

“””I’m not sure,”” Ding Lan said.””But my Godfather wants to tell Zhao Yu about this and see what he 

has to say!””” 

“””Then … What about the third one?”” Miao Ying asked again,””didn’t you say that there are three 

things?””” 

“””Right, the third one is related to us!”” “”One of our offices in Hawaii was attacked,”” Ding Lan 

said.””Five of our staff were kidnapped!” 

“””These five people are all special agents investigating the identity of the successor …””” 

“””Ah?”” Miao Ying was shocked.””They were caught?””” 

“””Yes, I am!”” Ding Lan said,””we received a blackmail letter two hours ago. The other party only had 

one condition, and that was for Wanwan to hand over si menna!!!””” 

“””What?”” Miao Ying quickly turned around and saw Xi menna chatting with cui Lizhu.” 

“””So, it’s clear,”” Ding Lan said.””The successor is officially at war with us!””” 

“””You … Can’t hand him over!”” Miao Ying said worriedly,””hand her over, and Xi menna will be dead! 

Besides, that would mean that we’re compromising …””” 

“””Of course, but the five agents can’t be sacrificed for nothing,”” Ding Lan said.””Go find my brother-in-

law and let him make a decision!””” 

“””Oh …”” Miao Ying finally realized the importance of the matter, so she quickly called out to Zeng 

ke,””Zeng ke, go and find Zhao Yu. It’s an emergency!””” 



“””Oh …”” Zeng ke immediately took out his mobile phone and made a call, but soon realized that the 

phone could not be connected.” 

“If he did, Ding Lan would not have called Miao Ying.” 

“So, Zeng ke had to go outside to look for it …” 

“””Ding Lan,”” Miao Ying said.””Do they really only want Xi menna? He didn’t mention Zhao Yu?””” 

“””Right!”” Ding Lan said,””this woman is a hot potato. No wonder the chief gave her to us for free!””” 

“””But I don’t understand,”” Miao Ying said.””Xi Mengna clearly doesn’t know anything. Moreover, now 

that the dust has settled on Xi Wei’s treasure, what else does the other party want?””” 

“””It’s obvious,”” said Ding Lan.””Londee’s successor could be londee’s closest relative. After being 

imprisoned by Xi Wei for so many years, the successor took his anger out on others, so he wanted Xi 

menna to pay with her life!””” 

“””When will revenge ever end? londee has already killed Xi menna’s sister …”” Miao Ying said 

uneasily.””Isn’t this the end of the feud?” 

“””Eh? That’s not right?”” Miao Ying suddenly thought of something and quickly analyzed,””if it was to 

avenge londee, why didn’t they target Zhao Yu as well?” 

“””Zhao Yu is the main culprit behind londee’s death?””” 

“””Maybe,”” Ding Lan guessed,””they know that we can’t hand over Zhao Yu. Or maybe they want to 

take things one step at a time, getting rid of Xi menna first, and then go after brother-in-law?””” 

“””If this continues, it won’t be good,”” Miao Ying said worriedly.””If there’s a first time, there will be a 

second time, and a third time. We can’t always be passive and get beaten up, right?””” 

“””Sister Miao …”” At this time, Zeng ke suddenly ran back and reported,””I’ve looked around, but I 

can’t find team leader. There’s no one in the washroom …””” 

“””Ah?”” Miao Ying was surprised and quickly gestured,””track his phone and see where he is.””” 

“””It’s fine,”” Ding Lan said.””We’ve just finished locating him. He’s right next to you!””” 

“””What?”” Miao Ying was even more surprised. She quickly looked around, and her eyes suddenly fell 

on Zhao Yu’s office desk.” 

“She took a few quick steps forward and opened Zhao Yu’s drawer. She was shocked to see that Zhao 

Yu’s mobile phone, watch, and wallet were all in the drawer, and they were all neatly placed!” 

Not good! 

“Seeing these things, Miao Ying’s heart skipped a beat. She suddenly realized that something was 

wrong.” 

“””What’s wrong? What’s wrong?”” Everyone also realized that something was wrong and quickly 

gathered around.” 



“””Boss …”” Cui Lizhu’s eyes widened.””Are you running away from home?””” 

“””F * ck!”” “”Miao Ying!”” Ding Lan cursed on the other end of the phone, then turned to Miao 

Ying.””Sis Miao, hurry up and look for him. I’ll contact the special agents who are watching him. No 

matter how powerful brother-in-law is, he can’t possibly disappear from their sight!””” 

“””Good! “”Well …”” Miao Ying was a little out of her wits, and she immediately said to Zeng ke,””Zeng 

ke, check the surveillance cameras and see where this bastard went!””” 

“””Yes …”” Zeng ke quickly carried out the order.” 

“At this time, Xi Mengna took out Zhao Yu’s phone. After realizing that the phone was turned off, she 

immediately pressed the start button.” 

“Soon, the phone was turned on, but a message popped up on the screen.” 

Everyone was dumbfounded when they saw the text! 

“””” 

“It was just a few short words, but it brought out a powerful and insolent signal.” 

The crazy detective was about to take action! 

“””This bastard! He … What does he want to do now?”” Seeing this message, Miao Ying slammed her 

palm on the table and said angrily,””this lunatic! Does he think he’s Superman?””” 

“””He … He …”” Xi menna was completely dumbfounded. She asked weakly,””what is he doing?””” 

“””Tsk tsk …”” Cui Lizhu didn’t know what was going on, so she said sarcastically,””didn’t you say that 

we can’t go to Li River?”” This guy …””” 

“Of all the people present, only Miao Ying knew what Zhao Yu wanted to do.” 

“However, if he wanted to fight alone, wasn’t that too much of an exaggeration?” 

He was overseas. What could he do without the support of the Secret Service? 

Or … 

Or … 

“Suddenly, Miao Ying thought of something. She quickly took out her phone and called her father, Miao 

kun!” 

“From Miao Ying’s point of view, since Zhao Yu dared to make such a decision, there must be someone 

helping him behind the scenes. And in this world, the only person who could go crazy with Zhao Yu was 

her father!” 

“So, Miao Ying called Miao kun without hesitation.” 

“However, when the call went through, a familiar voice came from the other end. It was not Miao kun, 

but his godsister, Ding Lan!” 



“””Sis, Godfather is in a meeting!”” Ding Lan said,””I just asked the secret agent in charge of your 

security. They didn’t see Zhao Yu leave the police station! You … You can keep looking …””” 

 

Chapter 2552: Special disappearance (2) 

 

“””Stop joking! I still dare to smoke him?”” The voice of the special Agent, Xiao hang, came from the 

phone.””I’m just asking for it. ” 

“””No, xiaomiao,”” Xiao hang said.””I haven’t had any contact with Zhao Yu since you went to Nanyun!”” 

” 

“””Alright! “”I see …”” Miao Ying shook her head helplessly. She asked Xiao hang a few more questions 

before hanging up. ” 

“””How is it? are they all fake?”” “”What’s wrong?”” Xi menna asked hurriedly. ” 

“””Um …”” Miao Ying said.””I don’t know who called him!”” ” 

“””It should be … Easy to find out, right?”” Xi menna suggested,””why don’t you check the caller ID?”” ” 

“””It’s an unknown number!”” Miao Ying said,””not many people know Zhao Yu’s phone number, so it 

must be someone familiar! ” 

“””I’m very curious, what did that person say to him to make him disappear again!”” ” 

“””Again?”” Xi menna scratched her head.””It’s not the first time, right?”” ” 

“””This bastard, why is he always like this?”” Miao Ying pressed a button angrily and called her 

godsister, Ding Lan. ” 

“””Sister, you still haven’t found it?”” As soon as the call connected, Ding Lan’s anxious voice came 

through.””He couldn’t have disappeared for no reason, could he? Does he really have an invisibility 

cloak?”” ” 

“””We’ve already searched the entire police station building,”” Miao Ying said.””He couldn’t have been 

playing hide-and-seek, so he must have left! ” 

“””Ding Lan, listen to me. According to my understanding of Zhao Yu, no matter how much of a jerk he 

is, he wouldn’t have done something so ridiculous in such a short time without the help of someone 

else! ” 

“””So, you should ask my dad again. I have a feeling that my dad was the one who called him!”” ” 

“””That’s impossible …”” Ding Lan said, confused.””Why would Godfather do something like that?”” He 

really didn’t care about his brother-in-law’s life, did he? ” 

“””Besides, that phone number should be from abroad. Godfather has never been abroad, right?”” ” 



“””Hmph! After what happened on Miracle Island, I’ve learned the meaning of the idiom “”conspire with 

others””!”” Miao Ying said,””it’s an emergency. You should ask him!”” ” 

“””Alright, alright!”” Ding Lan said,””I’ve already spoken to officer li. They’re taking this matter very 

seriously and are activating an emergency plan. No matter where brother-in-law is, we have to find 

him!”” ” 

“””Mm,”” Miao Ying nodded,””catch him like you catch the number one suspect. This guy is very 

slippery!”” ” 

“””I understand, I understand …”” Ding Lan quickly hung up the phone. ” 

“””Sister Miao, doesn’t being in cahoots mean that we’re like-minded?”” Xi menna asked curiously. ” 

“””Are you going to say that snakes and rats are in cahoots?”” Miao Ying shot her a look. ” 

“””No, no, no,”” Xi menna quickly corrected him.””I mean … Did Zhao Yu go to Miracle Island without 

you knowing? He and Miao kun, oh no, uncle Miao, are hiding it from you …”” ” 

“””This doesn’t seem to be the main point!”” Seeing that there was no one around, Miao Ying wanted to 

tell him the truth, but the higher-ups were strict, so she changed her mind and said,””the most 

important thing now is to stop Zhao Yu …”” ” 

“””He …”” Xi menna asked curiously,””did he really go to find the mysterious successor? I … I can’t figure 

it out! ” 

“””If he left the organization alone, what … What would he do? ” 

“””So many of your agents couldn’t find him, so how could Zhao Yu? ” 

“””This … This doesn’t seem logical, right?”” ” 

“””There’s nothing unreasonable about Zhao Yu!”” Miao Ying said,””this guy, he can do anything that we 

can’t imagine!”” ” 

“””You’re … Right …”” Xi menna recalled and said sadly,””when we were on the island of wondrous 

traces, there were a lot of things about him that were hard to explain …”” ” 

Di di … Di di … 

“Miao Ying didn’t say much, but her phone rang again. ” 

“However, to her surprise, the phone call was not from secret services, but from the criminal Division. ” 

“””Miao Ying, what’s going on?”” Division Chief Jiao’s voice came from the phone,””why did Zhao Yu 

disappear for no reason?”” ” 

“””Is there an urgent mission on your side?”” ” 

“””This … It doesn’t seem like it! “”I’m still in the process of verifying it,”” Miao Ying explained.””I’ll find 

out the situation as soon as possible and report it to you!”” ” 



“””Tsk tsk …”” Division Chief Jiao said worriedly,””why is Zhao always like this? don’t you know that 

everyone is worried about him?”” ” 

“””Division Chief Jiao,”” Miao Ying took the opportunity to make a request,””you see … We had already 

booked return tickets, but now …”” ” 

“””I understand, I understand. I came here to talk to you about this!”” Division Chief Jiao said,””you 

don’t have to rush back. Let’s find Zhao Yu first. I’ll send someone else to Yunzhou’s case!”” ” 

“””Thank you, um …”” Miao Ying noticed the problem and asked,””what did you say?”” Yunzhou? Is 

there a case in Yunzhou?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Division Chief Jiao said.””There was a very difficult case!”” This case is definitely to Zhao Yu’s 

liking, just like the ghost king case!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Miao Ying frowned.””What … What case?”” ” 

“””Red jade bathing in the Jade Jar!”” Division Chief Jiao enunciated the three words. ” 

“””Ah?”” “”Red bathtub?”” Miao Ying repeated.””What do you mean?”” ” 

“””What’s wrong? Haven’t you heard of it?”” Division Chief Jiao said,””you don’t say. It might not be 

heard in the North, but in the South, it’s almost a household name, especially in Guangdong …”” ” 

“””But, since something like this has happened to Zhao Yu, forget it!”” “”Don’t worry,”” Division Chief 

Jiao said.””Let’s find Zhao Yu first!”” ” 

Buzz … Buzz … Buzz … 

“While Miao Ying was on the phone, her phone kept ringing. Obviously, someone was calling her. ” 

“Therefore, she hurriedly exchanged a few polite words with Division Chief Jiao before picking up a new 

call. ” 

“””Miao Miao,”” Miao kun’s voice came from the phone,””I really don’t know anything!”” ” 

“””This has nothing to do with me, and I don’t know why Zhao Yu went crazy again! ” 

“””Could it be … He received the news in advance? Or should I …”” ” 

“””Dad, you know how serious the situation is,”” Miao Ying said.””Zhao Yu is most likely investigating 

the mysterious successor! ” 

“””He’s alone … Could it be … You’re not worried …”” ” 

“””Of course I’m worried. Why does this kid always like to show off? “”But …”” Miao kun was even more 

confused.””Without the resources of the Secret Service, I’m afraid he can’t even leave the country.”” 

How could he go abroad to find a successor? ” 

“””It would be impossible to find it! ” 

“””Um … But, but …”” Miao kun seemed to have thought of something, and he hesitated. ” 

“””Aiyo, but what?”” Miao Ying was anxious. ” 



“””It’s like this,”” Miao kun said quickly.””Last night, it was already very late. Zhao Yu contacted me and 

asked me to give him a copy of Xi Wei’s top-secret documents. He wanted to analyze the situation of the 

successor …”” ” 

“””Ah? You … You gave it to him?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Miao kun said.””He had the right to access those documents, so he had someone send him a 

copy. Damn, what the hell is this kid trying to do?”” he asked. ” 

“””Alright, alright, I understand, I understand …”” ” 

“At that moment, Miao Ying’s eyes lit up. She suddenly thought it through, and her brows gradually 

relaxed … ” 

“””Miao Miao, don’t worry. I will use all my resources to find this kid. I … Um …”” ” 

“Before Miao kun could finish, Miao Ying had already hung up the phone! ” 

Alright … 

“Miao Ying said in her heart, Zhao Yu, since you’ve made your choice, I have nothing to worry about! ” 

“I’m in the open while the enemy is in the dark. You’re afraid that we’ll have scruples in everything we 

do, so you want to turn this situation around and make it so that you’re in the dark … ” 

Good! 

“I believe in you. Since you’ve decided, I believe that you can do it well! ” 

“Then, she looked at the message on Zhao Yu’s phone. ” 

“”” ” 

Good! 

“Miao Ying made up her mind and said, Since that’s the case, let’s meet at Li River! ” 

She picked up her phone and called Division Chief Jiao. 

“””Division Chief Jiao, don’t give the case to others, let us do it …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2553: Red bathtub 

 

“Two days later, in the first-class cabin of a certain plane. ” 

“Wu Xiumin then said,””Division Chief Jiao is not right. This case only has a greater influence in 

Guangzhou, but in fact, it is not comparable to the ghost king case that we have encountered before!”” 

” 



“””Yes,”” Zeng ke said.””When we were in school, our teacher once taught us about this case. The so-

called red bathtub case refers to the murderer cutting the artery of the victim and using the victim’s 

blood to dye the bathtub red …”” ” 

“””I’ve heard about this case before. Dad took me to Yunzhou before, and this case is really famous in 

Yunzhou,”” cui Lizhu said. ” 

“””I remember that the murderer is a foreigner, right?”” ” 

“””Peter,”” Wu Xiumin said.””He’s an English architect …”” ” 

“””Oh? Are they foreigners?”” Miao Ying was curious.””This case … Which year did it happen?”” ” 

“”” 19 … Hmm …”” Wu Xiumin recalled for a moment.””It should be 1980!”” ” 

“””No,”” Zeng ke corrected him.””The case lasted for two years, with four victims in total. The crime 

started in 1980, and the case was closed in 1982!”” ” 

“Ran Tao scratched his head out of habit and said,””this is the first time I’ve heard of such a case.”” ” 

“””Well, this case does have some similarities with the ghost king case,”” Zeng ke said.””At the crime 

scene, in addition to a bathtub stained with blood, there were also some sacrificial items! ” 

“””Therefore, some people suspect that the murderer Peter is performing a religious rite!”” ” 

“””The four victims …”” Miao Ying asked,””what’s the situation like?”” ” 

“””They are all women,”” Wu Xiumin replied.””They are all local prostitutes in Yunzhou …”” ” 

“””Where is the crime scene?”” “”At least a place with a bathtub,”” cui Lizhu interrupted. ” 

“””Yes,”” Wu Xiumin said.””Because of historical reasons, there are many historical European buildings 

in the Yunshan and Zhaoyang District of Yunzhou. In the bathroom of these buildings, a bathtub is 

basically a standard …”” ” 

“””Wait … Wait …”” Cui Lizhu asked in a hurry.””Didn’t you say that there was a new case, just like the 

ghost king case? You just said that the red bathtub killer has been caught. It’s Peter, the foreigner! ” 

“”” 1980 is 40 years ago. Don’t tell me that the case we’re taking over now is related to the red bathtub 

murder case from 40 years ago! ” 

“””Sister Miao, what kind of case are we going to solve?”” ” 

“””Two days ago, a female body was found in an old house in Yunshan District of Yunzhou,”” Miao Ying 

said.””The female body was soaked in a bathtub. The crime scene is very similar to the red bathtub case 

from forty years ago!”” ” 

“He then added,””also, the old bungalow where the crime took place happened to be the scene of one 

of the red bathtub murders. So, the murderer must have been imitating Peter, or … He must have had 

some other purpose!”” ” 



“””Oh … If that’s the case, it shouldn’t be too complicated, right?”” Cui Lizhu asked,””what era is it now? 

There are surveillance cameras everywhere. The murderer must have left a lot of clues if he wanted to 

sneak into the old house to kill …”” ” 

“””I advise you not to be happy too early!”” Ran Tao said,””the case has already been over 48 hours. If it 

was so easy to solve, the criminal Division wouldn’t have sent us here!”” ” 

“””I’m not too sure about the details,”” Miao Ying said.””Because the red bathtub case has a huge 

impact on the local area, the higher-ups are worried that there will be other problems with the case, so 

they sent us here to host it! ” 

“””Everyone, don’t be careless. Zhao Yu isn’t here, so we can’t ruin the great detective Zhao’s golden 

signboard!”” ” 

“Due to the special circumstances, Miao Ying did not explain Zhao Yu’s situation to her team members in 

detail. She could only tell everyone that Zhao Yu had accepted a new task and was temporarily leaving 

the Special Investigation Group. ” 

“Although everyone was worried, they were used to Zhao Yu’s solo style, so they didn’t think too much 

about it. ” 

“However, due to the special circumstances, it was impossible for Xi menna to follow the Special 

Investigation Group. She could only be handed over to Secret Service for protection. ” 

“””I have to say … Um …”” Cui Lizhu said.””I’m really not used to it without boss!”” I feel like something’s 

missing …”” ” 

“””It doesn’t matter. Sister Miao is right!”” Ran Tao said confidently,””without the boss, we should do 

our best and not embarrass him!”” ” 

“””Old man? you’re a few years older than Zhao Yu …”” Cui Lizhu stuck out her tongue and said,””I think 

you’re pretending to be young …”” ” 

“””Why are you pretending to be young!”” Ran Tao touched his beard and said,””I’m going to grow a 

beard. You can call me uncle in the future …”” ” 

“””Alright, let’s look at the dossiers and make preparations!”” Miao Ying handed out the case 

information to everyone and said,””same old rules, everyone should know what to do first, then 

perform your duties! ” 

“””Even if team leader Zhao isn’t here, I’m still here!”” ” 

“””Buy a big one if you choke to death!”” Ran Tao saluted, and everyone quickly took out their mobile 

phones to read the information carefully. ” 

Miao Ying turned her head and looked out of the porthole. 

“Outside the window, there were layers of clouds, and at the end of the clouds, one could see half of the 

sun shining … ” 

It was impossible to say that she wasn’t worried about Zhao Yu! 



“However, Miao Ying knew that her worries were useless. Once Zhao Yu made a decision, no one could 

change his mind! ” 

But Miao Ying really couldn’t figure out what Zhao Yu was going to do. 

What was he trying to do? 

Was he trying to hide in the dark and find the Allies the enemy had left in the country? 

Or … Did he want to go alone to rescue the hostages who were kidnapped and threatened by the 

enemy? 

Or was he going to Paris to save amiola? 

“What’s more, did he want to go straight to the successor’s nest and unveil the successor’s mysterious 

veil? ” 

Zhao Yu … 

You’re only one person. How can you complete such a difficult move? 

Who was the one who called you on that mysterious phone? 

“You’ve taken Xi Wei’s top-secret documents, but most of them have already been destroyed. They’re 

no longer valuable, right? ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“As she was feeling sad, Miao Ying opened her bag and took out a yellow notebook! ” 

“This notebook was not the one that old master Jin had left for Zhao Yu, the one that recorded the five 

major unsolved cases in the country. ” 

“After the five major unsolved cases were closed, Zhao Yuzhen had hidden the yellow notebook away. ” 

“The one in front of him had been bought by Zhao Yu later. He had also developed the habit of making 

notes in the notebook every time he went to a different place to solve a case, just like old man Jin. ” 

“Opening the book, there were many cases that Zhao Yu had solved before. Although the words were 

slanted, they were very neat. It was hard to imagine that such a rough person like Zhao Yu could be so 

meticulous, not missing a single detail! ” 

So … 

“Looking at the densely packed records, Miao Ying sighed in her heart. It seemed that Zhao Yu’s success 

was not by chance. Although he had a certain talent, his success was inseparable from his hard work! ” 

“On the first page of the notebook, Zhao Yu had used elder Jin’s classic line: “”Behind every crime case is 

a liter of tears!”” ” 

“In the eyes of the bystanders, this sentence made them sigh with emotion. ” 

“However, in the eyes of the police detectives who were solving the case, it had long become a 

motivation! ” 



It was precisely because they understood how important solving a case was to the victims that they 

were encouraged to do every task well! 

Hmm … Alright! 

“Miao Ying gently touched the notebook, turned it to the back of the blank space, then took out a 

fountain pen and neatly wrote three words: “”Red jade bathing in the Jade VAT …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2554: hidden battle! 

 

“Hawaii, the second Pier of the city of cahuluy. ” 

“Local time, 1 am. ” 

Woof woof … 

“A series of violent dog barks came from somewhere on the dock. Then, someone shouted to stop the 

dog, and the barking gradually weakened … ” 

“At that very moment, Zhao Yu was standing on top of a container, chewing on a hamburger that was 

still warm, while staring at a cargo ship opposite him! ” 

“Earlier, he had used the invisible detector and the life detector to check the cargo ship and found that 

there were many armed crew members on the cargo ship! ” 

“From this, it could be seen that there was no problem with the clues he had previously investigated. 

The five agents who had been kidnapped by the enemy were likely to be detained on this ship! ” 

“That’s right, this was Zhao Yu’s first stop after he left Kun Yang. ” 

“Just as Miao Ying had guessed, the reason why Zhao Yu came to investigate alone was to hide in the 

dark and get close to the enemy quietly, so that he could find out the identity of the mysterious 

successor! ” 

“It was indeed a bit difficult to travel from Kunyang to Hawaii. Without the help of secret services, even 

if Zhao Yu had so many magical devices, it would still be difficult to achieve. ” 

“However, he knew that if he asked for help from secret services, Miao kun, Li Jing, Ding Lan, and the 

others would stop him. No one would allow him to act alone! ” 

“Therefore, he could only use his invisible disguise device and hacker’s command to temporarily sneak 

out of the country and go to the Philippines. ” 

“From the Philippines he asked for help from Jecca, who was far away in Kosovan. He took a direct flight 

from City M and came to Honolulu … ” 

“Jecca owed Zhao Yu a favor, so he didn’t dare to neglect Zhao Yu’s request. ” 

Zhao Yu also told him to keep it a secret. 



Jieka understood Zhao Yu’s ability and immediately agreed. 

“After a few twists and turns, Zhao Yu finally arrived in Hawaii. ” 

“Although Zhao Yu looked reckless, he knew exactly what he was going to do! ” 

He had analyzed the situation carefully and felt that this was the best choice! 

“Ever since the attack on the Jingjiang ancient temple, Zhao Yu realized that the situation was getting 

worse. ” 

It was clear that the unknown and powerful enemy was slowly approaching him. 

“The first time, their killer was discovered as soon as he entered the country. ” 

“The second time, they had already approached him and carried out the assassination. If it wasn’t for 

the full protection of the Secret Service, he and Xi menna would have been in even more danger. ” 

“If this situation continued to develop, they were likely to make an even bigger move next time. At that 

time, he was afraid that even he would not be able to withstand it! ” 

“Although he wasn’t afraid of anything, he still had his relatives, colleagues, and innocent people like the 

truck driver’s family. He couldn’t just watch as someone was implicated. ” 

“Therefore, instead of being beaten passively, it was better to take the initiative to fight back! ” 

“However, it didn’t seem realistic to take the initiative to fight back … ” 

“Even though secret services had managed to find out some things about the londee group through Xi 

Wei’s treasure, things had changed with the passage of time. The other party must have already thought 

of a countermeasure. ” 

“In addition, taking the initiative to fight back would mean that they had completely launched an attack. 

In return, it would only result in more blood and sacrifices, which would be inconsistent with the overall 

strategic direction of the Secret Service. ” 

“Hence, Zhao Yu felt that in the current situation, he could only play dirty! ” 

“Since the other party had chosen to fight in the dark, then he would not fight openly! ” 

“Therefore, when he found out that five Secret Service agents had been kidnapped in Hawaii and that 

they were going to use the five hostages to exchange for Simone, he was even more confident in acting 

alone! ” 

Being in the light meant that he would always be passively beaten. Only by hiding in the dark could he 

catch them off guard. 

“He knew that the higher-ups of the Secret Service must be very conflicted right now. Although Xi 

menna was no longer of any value, it would be against their principles to hand her over just like that. ” 

“However, they couldn’t do it either, seeing five agents get killed. ” 

“Zhao Yu understood secret services “”top priority, so he decided to go to Hawaii as his first stop. ” 



“In fact, even though Zhao Yu was not very interested in Xi Wei’s top-secret research, he still had some 

understanding of the situation since Xi Wei had found the treasure himself. ” 

“After analyzing the information, secret services concluded that londee’s old lair was most likely in 

Hawaii! ” 

That was why they had sent special agents to search for it. 

“Now, since the five agents had all been captured by the enemy, did it mean that this was really the 

enemy’s nest? ” 

Could it be that they were using five agents to exchange for Simone to divert attention? 

“If that was the case, then even if secret services handed over Xi menna, the other party might kill her. 

So, to be safe, it was best to go there himself! ” 

“Hence, Zhao Yu traveled a long way to Hawaii. ” 

“Hawaii was an archipelago, far away from the mainland. Zhao Yu felt that the possibility of the enemy 

leaving after capturing the five agents was low. ” 

“So, when he came to Hawaii, he began to use his experience and props to search for the whereabouts 

of the five agents. ” 

“For this reason, he used the duplicate camera to view a lot of surveillance videos and even used a 

hacker’s command to hack into the local police system, as well as other various props, before he chased 

all the way to the second Pier of the city of kahuluy. ” 

This was a private pier. The ships and goods docked at the pier basically belonged to a shipping company 

called VastSea. 

“Even though the name of the company did not appear in Xi Wei’s report, he had extracted the words 

“”cahuluy”” from Xi Wei’s report. ” 

“So, Zhao Yu felt that his judgment was basically correct. On this big ship in front of him, even if the five 

secret agents were not imprisoned, there must be important secrets of the enemy! ” 

??…… 

“He took a few sips of coffee with a straw and felt that it was not satisfying to drink coffee like this, so 

he opened the lid and drank it all in one go. ” 

“At this moment, the entire dock was silent, and even the dogs had stopped barking. ” 

“Lights could be seen flashing inside the cargo ship, and figures could be seen moving. Obviously, there 

were people patrolling and guarding. ” 

“Zhao Yu used his binoculars to look around, then checked his watch. ” 

“Since there were still people patrolling the ship at this time, it meant that there must be something he 

wanted on the ship! ” 



“Thinking of this, Zhao Yu changed his clothes and put on his equipment, then turned around and 

climbed up the tower crane on the side of the container. ” 

“The crane was more than 20 meters high. After reaching the top, he followed the crane and climbed all 

the way to the top. ” 

The deck of the freighter was just below the slope. 

“Zhao Yu was confident in his abilities. He jumped down from the crane, opened an invisible parachute 

in the air, and landed on the deck. ” 

Bada! 

“Zhao Yu knelt on one knee and placed both his hands on the deck, looking like a Terminator returning! 

” 

He squinted his eyes and observed his surroundings. He was particularly excited about the investigation 

operation that was about to begin. 

“However, before he could even stand up, the invisible detector in his brain suddenly flashed red. ” 

‘F * ck …’ 

“Zhao Yu looked into his brain and realized that there was an infrared alarm installed on the deck. When 

he landed, he had already triggered the alarm! ” 

Tap tap tap tap … 

“With the sound of hurried footsteps, three men holding rifles appeared on the deck in the blink of an 

eye. They came in front of Zhao Yu and aimed directly at him. ” 

 

Chapter 2555: similar scene 

 

“1:30 pm, Yunzhou city, Guangdong Province. ” 

“””The Zhou mansion was built in 1928 for the British, James Beaty …”” A middle-aged police detective 

with a beard was giving a case introduction to Miao Ying and the others.””It is said that James Beaty was 

Peter’s teacher. When Peter was studying at Livingston University, he was his teacher! ” 

“””However, this might just be a rumor because their ages don’t match. We’re still trying to verify it … ” 

“””Although it’s called the Zhou mansion, the Zhou family didn’t live here for long. They went abroad 

around 1937 to develop their business, and there’s been no news of them since! ” 

“””Ever since then, the Zhou residence has been used by the government to receive foreign guests. After 

the founding of the People’s Republic of China, almost all the people lived here, but they all moved away 

… ” 



“””Around 1980, this place was converted into a sanatorium to receive some higher-ups, but because of 

its remote location, there weren’t many people! ” 

“””October 12,1980, the guards found a female body in the bathtub in the bathroom on the third floor 

of the Zhou mansion! ” 

“””At that time, the bathtub was filled with water, and the blood of the female corpse dyed the bathtub 

red. From then on, people called this case the red bathtub case …”” ” 

“At the same time as the introduction, someone combined the content and played old photos related to 

the case on the big screen. ” 

“Although the photos at that time were all black and white, when everyone saw the scene of the female 

corpse in the bathtub, they were still shocked by the evil scene! ” 

“After experiencing so many cases, the members of the Special Investigation Group were considered to 

have seen a lot, and they were immune to some tragic scenes. ” 

“However, after seeing this photo, it still gave people a feeling of goosebumps! ” 

“That was because no matter how he looked at it, there was a strange color to the photo! ” 

“In the bathtub, the woman’s hands were placed on both sides of the bathtub. There were deep cuts on 

her wrists. The cuts were in the shape of an “”X””, which looked more like some kind of execution! ” 

“Due to the loss of blood, the woman’s face was pale. Her face was curled up on one side of the 

bathtub, but her long black hair seemed to have been combed by someone, and it was all hanging 

outside the bathtub … ” 

“The woman’s eyes were closed, and although her posture was slanted, it looked like some kind of 

artistic painting … ” 

“In addition, the bathtub was no longer transparent because it was stained with blood. The color could 

not be seen in the black-and-white photo, but people could still imagine the rich red color and even 

smell the salty smell of blood … ” 

“””Wow …”” Cui Lizhu was dumbfounded. She whispered behind Miao Ying,””the police officer who 

filmed the crime scene must be an artist, right?”” ” 

“””Shh …”” Hearing this, Wu Xiumin quickly pulled cui Lizhu to stop her. ” 

“””Back then, after the murder, this mansion was basically abandoned!”” The middle-aged police 

detective continued,””no one else dared to live there! ” 

“””I asked the old police officers, and they said that after the case was closed, someone dismantled the 

old bathtub, but later the mansion was turned into a Museum. In order to restore as much of its original 

appearance as possible, people installed a new bathtub! ” 

“””Although it was just a decoration, the bathtub was indeed a real bathtub. But no one would have 

thought that after 40 years, the case would …”” ” 



“””Captain Shao,”” Miao Ying said,””about the red bathtub case, we have already read the file! So, let’s 

focus on the case in front of us! ” 

“””Since the Zhou mansion was the first crime scene of the red bathtub case, then today’s imposter 

might have wanted to do more than one case!”” ” 

“””Yes, that’s what we’re most worried about!”” Shao xuejiang, the captain of the local Criminal Police, 

organized his thoughts and said,””on May 2nd, which is two days ago, there was another murder at the 

Zhou mansion. The crime scene was arranged exactly the same as the red bathtub case from forty years 

ago!”” ” 

“As he said that, the photos on the big screen changed, and the crowd quickly saw the photos of the 

latest case. ” 

“When they saw the latest photo, the team members were once again dumbfounded and stood there in 

a daze! ” 

The photos of the latest case were almost exactly the same as the ones from forty years ago! 

“The photo in front of him was just more colorful than the old one, as if it was a refurbished photo … ” 

“””How … How did this happen?”” Cui Lizhu couldn’t help but ask,””shouldn’t you look into the person 

who took the photos back then, or now? ” 

“””Isn’t this photo taken too close?”” ” 

“””Um … Cough, cough …”” Captain Shao coughed awkwardly and said,””we … Um, we will 

investigate!”” ” 

“””Cui,”” Miao Ying said, gesturing to cui Lizhu.””Let’s listen to Captain Shao’s introduction of the case 

first, then express your opinion. What do you think?”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Cui Lizhu sat down, looking dejected. ” 

“””The time of the crime should be between the evening of May 1st and the early morning of May 2nd. 

” 

“””That night, there was a night shift guard at the security guard, but because the crime happened in the 

northeast corner of the mansion, the guard couldn’t see it from the guardroom. So, the guard didn’t 

notice anything unusual that night. It was only when he opened the door the next morning and cleaned 

up that he found the crime scene …”” ” 

“””Wow …”” Ran Tao scratched his head and said,””this guy must be scared, right? In the future, I’m 

afraid no one will dare to come here to be a guard …”” ” 

“””As you can see in the picture,”” Captain Shao said,””whether it’s the shape of the body or the details, 

the crime scene is almost the same as it was forty years ago! ” 

“””The deceased was also a young woman with long black hair. The autopsy report showed that she was 

injected with tranquilizer before her death, and the cause of death was excessive blood loss … ” 



“””Everyone, look. The arteries on the victim’s left and right hands were cut by the murderer, forming 

an X-shaped wound. In addition, there were traces of candles and burning charcoal at the scene. It was 

suspected that the murderer had held some sacrificial ceremony at the scene! ” 

“””This is the same as the red bathtub murder case. After Peter was arrested, the police also found a 

large number of sacrificial and witchcraft items in his home, including charcoal and white candles …”” ” 

“Miao Ying then asked,””what about the identity of the deceased?”” Have you verified it?”” ” 

“””No…”” Captain Shao shook his head and said,””at present, we haven’t found his identity yet. We 

compared it with the recent missing person reports and also compared it with the DNA database, but … 

We didn’t find a match!”” ” 

“””The red bathtub murder case …”” Wu Xiumin said.””The victims were all prostitutes in entertainment 

venues, so could it be that this girl …”” ” 

“””I understand what you mean,”” Captain Shao said.””I’ve already sent someone to investigate!”” ” 

“””Then …”” Miao Ying asked again,””since the Zhou residence is a Museum, there must be surveillance 

cameras?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Captain Shao said helplessly.””The murderer obviously came prepared and destroyed the 

surveillance cameras in the Zhou mansion in advance!”” ” 

“””It’s not possible internally, and it’s not possible externally either?”” Cui Lizhu asked,””the murderer 

sneaked into the mansion with a living person, along with a lot of sacrificial items. He even filled the fish 

tank with water. This is not an easy operation!”” ” 

“””If we check the surveillance, we should be able to find something, right?”” ” 

“””Yeah … Although it’s a bit unusual, this case shouldn’t be difficult for the police, right?”” Ran Tao felt 

the same way.””Isn’t there a security guard? The murderer couldn’t have come in from the main 

entrance, right?”” ” 

“””There’s a back door in the Zhou mansion,”” Captain Shao said.””The back door is connected to a 

complicated Street. We suspect that the murderer entered the mansion from there!”” ” 

“””Are there any traces of it being broken?”” Miao Ying asked. ” 

“””No…”” Captain Shao replied.””Whether it’s the back door or the front door of the mansion, there are 

no signs of it being forced open! The murderer must have gotten the key in advance … ” 

“””But … Even if we get the key …”” Captain Shao shook his head and said,””the back door of the 

mansion can only be opened from the inside. It can’t be opened from the outside …”” ” 

“””Oh …”” After listening to Captain Shao’s explanation of the case, Miao Ying finally understood how 

different this case was. ” 

Interesting … 

Miao Ying felt a little excited … 



 

Chapter 2556: can’t understand 

 

On the cargo ship of the cahuluy. 

“Three security guards were approaching Zhao Yu. Zhao Yu had never expected that there would be an 

infrared alarm on the deck of the cargo ship, and it was the silent kind at that. ” 

“At that moment, when he saw the guards pointing their guns at him, he could only immediately use 

Plan B. ” 

He used an invisible disguise device and immediately changed his appearance. He became a European 

with a high nose bridge and deep eye sockets! 

“Earlier, when Zhao Yu was monitoring the cargo ship, he had seen a man in a suit leave the cargo ship. ” 

He found that the man in the suit had quite a big presence. He was probably a small leader or a high-

ranking leader on the cargo ship. 

“As a result, he remembered that person’s appearance, and now he used the vessel to change into that 

person’s appearance in the blink of an eye. ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 

“Sure enough, when the three guards got close to Zhao Yu and saw his new face, they quickly put down 

their guns and said in surprise,”” ” 

“””Mr. Walker, you … Didn’t you just leave?”” ” 

“””Yup!”” Another one asked,””why are you on the deck? You should know that there’s an alarm on the 

deck!”” ” 

“””Bullsh * t,”” Zhao Yu did not care about anything else. He immediately used the simultaneous 

translator to curse in English, then shouted at them,””I’m testing you!”” Let’s see if your reactions are 

fast enough!”” ” 

“””This … Oh …”” Even though they were very puzzled, the three of them still nodded in confusion. ” 

“””As you all know, this is a critical period,”” Zhao Yu took the opportunity to say.””The cargo on the 

ship must be absolutely safe!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu deliberately emphasized the word “”goods.”” ” 

“””You …”” At this time, one of the taller police officers realized something and asked Zhao Yu in a 

hurry,””why did your voice change? “”You …”” He looked at the crane above and asked with a 

frown,””where did you come from? ” 

“””Don’t tell me …”” ” 



“After he said that, the others all looked at the beam in the sky. They were all suspecting that he had 

jumped down from the beam … ” 

It’s broken … 

“Zhao Yu realized that he could only change his appearance, but he didn’t know the person’s voice. He 

couldn’t use a voice changer to adjust it. ” 

“””I … I made you guys angry!”” “”Hurry up, take me to see those people. The higher-ups are still 

worried!”” Zhao Yu said, trying to divert his attention. ” 

“””That … That’s not right, is it?”” The tall man’s eyes widened, and he was already suspicious of Zhao 

Yu’s identity. He immediately asked,””didn’t you see it just now?”” ” 

Oh? 

“Zhao Yu was overjoyed. So, the five secret agents who were detained were really on this boat? ” 

“””I just received an order,”” Zhao Yu lied again,””the higher-ups said that we might be being watched, 

so they asked me to come back! ” 

“””Hurry up, I still have a lot of things to do!”” ” 

“””This …”” ” 

“As they were talking, the other two men had already moved out of the way, but the tall man was 

obviously more alert than the others. He immediately took out his mobile phone and said to Zhao Yu, ” 

“””How about this, Mr. Walker?”” the tall man asked.””Let me see your ID number!”” As long as the 

identification code is correct, we will take you down! ” 

“””You said you wanted to check our security. This is one of them. I hope you don’t suggest it!”” ” 

“””This …”” ” 

“””F * ck!”” Zhao Yu cursed in his heart. He didn’t expect this guy to be so smart. ” 

“””But it doesn’t matter,”” Zhao Yu thought to himself. He had the hacker’s command, so no matter 

what id it was, he would be able to let it pass. ” 

He immediately took out his phone. 

“However, as soon as he took out his phone, he realized that something was wrong. The phone in his 

hand was a Huawei phone that he had bought to complete his mission. It was obviously not the same 

brand as the phone that the real Walker used. ” 

“””Eh?”” Sure enough, the tall man noticed that the phone was wrong and asked hurriedly,””you … 

Changed your phone?”” ” 

Stab! 

“Before the tall man could finish his sentence, an electric bullet exploded from his body! ” 

“With a flash of lightning, the tall man was electrocuted and passed out in the blink of an eye. ” 



“At the same time, Zhao Yu flicked his sleeve, and another bullet hit another guard. The other guard also 

suffered an electric shock and fainted on the spot. ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 

“The last police officer was shocked, but before he could even raise his gun, he was punched to the 

ground by Zhao Yu! ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu skillfully took out two Taser bullets and reloaded the Taser gun that was hidden in his 

sleeve. He then fired another bullet, knocking out the last police officer! ” 

“Zhao Yu picked up one of the rifles, then turned around and walked into the cabin. ” 

“As a result, he had just reached the door when he saw four or five security guards rushing over to check 

on the situation! ” 

“””Hurry up!”” Zhao Yu ordered them,””go and check the deck. We might be under attack!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 

“When these people saw Zhao Yu, who had disguised himself as Walker, they were stunned for a 

moment, but when they heard that the cargo ship was under attack, they quickly grabbed their guns and 

ran to the deck. ” 

He didn’t have the time to check Zhao Yu’s identity. 

“””Hey!”” When the last guard ran past Zhao Yu, Zhao Yu immediately pulled him back and shouted at 

him impatiently,””don’t go! Take me to see those people. We must ensure their safety!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” ” 

“The security guard was obviously not smart enough. Without any hesitation, he immediately took Zhao 

Yu and ran into the cabin. ” 

“The cabin was indeed a different world. The guard first took Zhao Yu to the elevator and went deep 

into the cabin, then took Zhao Yu from the inside. After a long time, they finally came to a huge metal 

door. ” 

“””Well …”” The guard pointed to the door and said,””you see, the door is locked, so there should be no 

problem!”” ” 

“””Cut the crap and quickly open it!”” Zhao Yu ordered. ” 

“””This …”” The guard was stunned for a moment, then said,””I … I don’t have the authority!”” You’ll 

have to use your password …”” ” 

“””Password … Oh …”” Zhao Yu pointed to the main door and asked,””where do I enter the password?”” 

” 

Whoosh … 

“The guard pressed a button on the door, and an LCD screen immediately popped up. ” 



Zhao Yu pressed his hand on it and used a hacker’s command. The system immediately notified him that 

it would cost him twenty thousand points to strengthen the door. 

“If it was in the past, Zhao Yu would definitely be reluctant. ” 

“However, he now had a total of 290000 points, so spending tens of thousands of points was not a 

problem. ” 

“Hence, after the 20000-point upgrade, the door immediately opened automatically! ” 

“Seeing that the password was correct, the security guard no longer doubted Zhao Yu’s identity and 

immediately led Zhao Yu in. ” 

“There was a wide corridor behind the metal door. As soon as they entered, they saw two armed 

guards. ” 

“The two guards were dressed in camouflage and looked very formal. As soon as they saw the door 

open, they immediately pointed their guns at Zhao Yu and Su Yu. ” 

“””It’s me, it’s me!”” The security guard quickly pointed at Zhao Yu and gestured to the two of 

them,””Mr. Walker, come in and take a look …”” ” 

“””Oh …”” ” 

“Seeing that they had kissed Zhao Yu, the two men put down their weapons. ” 

“””How is it? Is everything alright here?”” Zhao Yu asked. ” 

The two guards quickly nodded. 

“There were many iron doors on both sides of the corridor, and it was obvious that there were prison 

cells behind the Iron doors! ” 

“””Now …”” Zhao Yu said in a commanding tone,””open the rooms of those five people. I want to see 

…”” ” 

“””What?”” The two guards were stunned. One of them asked,””what did you say? What five people?”” 

” 

 

Chapter 2557: mind of a copycat 

 

“At night, in a restaurant in Yunzhou. ” 

“””So, this is the legendary wonton noodles,”” Ran Tao said as he picked up the noodles.””It’s not bad, 

but if little Nana was here, she would definitely think that it’s too bland!”” ” 

“””It’s good to eat the food on the list,”” cui Lizhu said.””It’s late at night, so it’s not good to eat too 

much!”” ” 



“””Team leader Miao,”” Wu Xiumin pointed out of the window,””did you notice that a black car has 

been following us?”” ” 

“””Don’t worry,”” Miao Ying said.””That’s the Secret Service’s special task force to ensure our safety. 

Don’t worry too much!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Wu Xiumin nodded.””If that’s the case, I think we’d better avoid going out as much as 

possible in the future to save them trouble!”” ” 

“””Ah, when little Nana and boss aren’t here, I always feel like something is missing,”” cui Lizhu said with 

a sad tone.””I hope they can come back soon!”” ” 

“””We will,”” Miao Ying replied with certainty.””But I hope that we can solve the case before Zhao Yu 

comes back! ” 

“””He said that he would wait for us at Li River …”” ” 

“””He’s waiting for you!”” Cui Lizhu muttered teasingly,””let’s not be third wheels!”” ” 

“””But … I’ve never been to Guilin before,”” Ran Tao said.””I really want to go and have a look. Don’t 

worry, we’ll go our own way. I won’t be a third wheel!”” ” 

“Seeing that there was no one around, Wu Xiumin said,””alright, let’s focus on the case!”” ” 

“””It’s obvious that the murderer is not a simple person. For him to be able to commit such a crime 

without leaving any traces, he was obviously prepared!”” ” 

“””Yes, yes!”” Ran Tao put down his bowl and echoed,””this case is similar to the live broadcast murder 

case. I’m just afraid that the murderer will commit another crime in a very short time!”” ” 

“””Sister Miao,”” cui Lizhu asked,””that year, the first case happened in Chenyang residence. Where did 

the second case happen? ” 

“””Now, will this imposter follow in Peter’s footsteps and continue to kill in the order of that Peter?”” ” 

“””I won ‘t!”” Wu Xiumin shook her head and said,””there were a total of four red bathtub murders that 

year. The first was in the bungalow at Chenyang residence, the second was in Milan hotel, the third was 

in a residential house on Baihe road, and the fourth was even worse, in the department store at that 

time … ” 

“””Now, other than the house of the morning sun, the other three places are no longer there!”” ” 

“””Wow!”” Cui Lizhu was surprised.””There’s a department store?”” What was going on? I … Why didn’t 

I see it?”” ” 

“””Little cui, boss has told you about this problem before. You’re too impatient when reading the files!”” 

Ran Tao said earnestly,””the last case did happen in a department store that year. At that time, the 

department store also sold bathtubs …”” ” 

“””Wow!”” Cui Lizhu was surprised.””He’s so bold!”” Are there no security guards in the department 

store?”” ” 



“””Yes, but Peter put sleeping pills in the water in advance,”” Wu Xiumin said.””The security guards fell 

asleep, but there were still some flaws in the case, so the police traced it back to Peter, which led to him 

being exposed!”” ” 

“””By the way,”” cui Lizhu thought of something and asked in a hurry,””Peter is a foreigner, and he killed 

people in Yunzhou. What was his sentence?”” Was it the death penalty? ” 

“””Will he … Will he take the diplomatic route?”” ” 

“””No,”” Wu Xiumin said.””This is the most incomprehensible part of the case. After Peter was arrested, 

it naturally caused a sensation. The British side did send representatives to discuss with us about how to 

deal with it … ” 

“””However, at that time, Peter suddenly died!”” ” 

“””Ah? It’s that exciting?”” Cui Lizhu said regretfully,””I should have read the file! Then … How did he 

die?”” ” 

“””I don’t know,”” Wu Xiumin said.””His death was very sudden. The autopsy at that time did not find 

the cause of death. Now, it seems that it was a cardiac arrest or something …”” ” 

“””This case is indeed legendary!”” Miao Ying continued,””after Peter was arrested, the police found 

weapons, items from the dead, and many mysterious sacrificial items in his house. Peter also admitted 

that he was the red bathtub killer! ” 

“””But in the final confession, Peter’s mind was suddenly in disorder. He died before he could explain all 

the details of the crime clearly!”” ” 

“””Wow, this case …”” Cui Lizhu blinked her big eyes and said,””it’s amazing!”” Could it be … That there 

was something wrong with the case back then? ” 

“””Does Peter have accomplices?”” ” 

“””The case from back then may still have some questionable points,”” Miao Ying said.””But it doesn’t 

affect our investigation of the imitation case! ” 

“””The most important thing right now is to catch this imposter before he strikes again!”” ” 

“””I feel like this case shouldn’t be too difficult!”” Ran Tao said,””I feel like it’s much easier than the 

ghost king case!”” ” 

“””You can’t say that,”” Miao Ying said.””Every case has its own uniqueness. We can’t lump them 

together, nor can we compare them. ” 

“””The red bathtub case is a highly legendary case in the local area,”” Miao Ying said.””If we can’t catch 

the murderer in time, it is possible that more people will come to imitate him!”” ” 

“””Hotel Milan, Hotel Milan!”” Wu Xiumin said,””the second case happened in a hotel that year. 

Although the Milan hotel is no longer there, could the imposter be looking for a hotel to do the same?”” 

” 



“””A hotel? He must be crazy!”” Cui Lizhu shook her head and said,””the hotels now are different from 

the hotels forty years ago. They have to register their real names, and there are so many surveillance 

cameras. It’s too difficult to commit a crime in the hotel!”” ” 

“””Wu Xiumin is right,”” Miao Ying thought for a moment, then said,””in the second case, the murderer 

might have chosen a hotel. We should take precautions!”” ” 

“””Team leader Miao, prevention is not a solution,”” Ran Tao said.””After eating, I will go to the vicinity 

of the crime scene to look for traces. Although there are complicated alleys behind Chenyang residence, 

there might be a car with a car camera, or someone might have installed surveillance equipment!”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Miao Ying said.””I’ll leave the crime scene to you! ” 

“””Cui,”” she said to cui Lizhu,””you keep an eye on the identity of the deceased. When the identity is 

out, you’ll be responsible for investigating the interpersonal relationships of the deceased!”” ” 

“””Understood!”” Cui Lizhu nodded in agreement. ” 

“””Zeng ke is already doing the data analysis, Zhang Peipei is examining the body, and Wu Xiumin,”” 

Miao Ying said to Wu Xiumin,””please do a profile of the murderer as soon as possible!”” ” 

“””I’m very curious, what kind of mentality did the murderer have when he imitated the red bathtub 

case?”” ” 

“””Yes, I’m working on it. However, there’s one thing worth noting!”” Wu Xiumin said,””for the red 

bathtub case, the police only released a small part of it to the public. The public only knew about the 

case, but they have never seen the photos of the scene … ” 

“””So …”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Miao Ying suddenly thought of the main point.””You mean, this imposter might have access to 

the case file?”” ” 

“””Right!”” Wu Xiumin said,””as a copycat, the imitation is a bit too similar. Almost every detail is 

correct, so … I have a feeling that this copycat didn’t do it on a whim, but on impulse. He must have 

some hidden purpose!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2558: prisoner 

 

“In the prison under the cargo ship, Zhao Yu was dumbfounded. ” 

“””Are you deaf?”” He pointed to the cell next to him and said,””I’m talking about the five agents that 

were just captured!”” ” 

“This time, it was the guards ‘turn to be dumbfounded. One of the guards said,””””What five agents? I 

didn ‘t?”” ” 

“””No?”” In his excitement, Zhao Yu could no longer pretend and asked directly,””who did I just see?”” ” 



“””You …”” Hearing this, the guards and guards were greatly surprised. They all cast suspicious looks at 

him. ” 

“However, the smart Zhao Yu still noticed a detail. After he asked, one of the guards looked at one of 

the cells on Zhao Yu’s left. ” 

“In other words, the man’s eyes had already betrayed him. A few hours ago, Zhao Yu, who was disguised 

as Walker, had been in this cell. ” 

Then … What would be in this cell? 

“””Open it!”” Then, Zhao Yu immediately issued an order. ” 

“Regardless of whether the five Secret Service agents were here or not, he couldn’t just return empty-

handed, right? ” 

“””Oh!”” A guard immediately took out his card and stood at the entrance of the cell. ” 

“There was a combination lock outside the door. He inserted the card into the slot, and the combination 

lock lit up with a green light. Then, two guards and one guard all looked at Zhao Yu. ” 

Oh … 

Zhao Yu understood that he had to enter the password. 

It seemed that he would have to spend his accumulated points again! 

“Luckily, when Zhao Yu touched the password keyboard, the system in his head notified him that it only 

required 800 points to unlock it. ” 

“Eight hundred points were nothing to Zhao Yu. As the eight hundred points were deducted, the metal 

door suddenly opened. ” 

“When he opened it, a foul smell came from the room. Due to the dim light, he could not see the 

situation inside clearly. ” 

“However, with his sharp ears, he could still hear the sound of the chains rubbing against each other. ” 

It was obvious that the people who were locked up in the room were chained up … 

“Zhao Yu tried his best to look into the darkness to see who was chained up. Unexpectedly, the Guard’s 

walkie-talkie suddenly rang. ” 

“Someone inside shouted,””quick!”” Walker has betrayed us, capture him!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 

“Upon hearing this, the guards were all stunned and looked at Zhao Yu in surprise. ” 

Stab! 

“Zhao Yu didn’t say anything, but fired another Taser bullet, hitting the guard! ” 



“Coincidentally, when the guard was struck by the electric shock, his body leaned back and hit two other 

guards. The two guards were instantly struck by the electric shock and trembled a few times! ” 

“However, the power of the Taser bullet was limited. After being dispersed, it only knocked the guard to 

the ground. Although the two guards did a break dance, they were not seriously injured. ” 

“The two of them quickly picked up their rifles and tried to subdue Zhao Yu, but Zhao Yu’s heavy fists 

were already in front of them. ” 

“After a short burst of crackling sounds, the two guards were both knocked to the ground by Zhao Yu, 

unconscious. ” 

Huala … Huala … 

“At this time, Zhao Yu heard the sound of chains again. He turned to look into the cell and finally saw the 

general outline. ” 

“In the depths of the cell, a bare-chested man with his hands and feet tied up by four iron chains looked 

very terrifying! ” 

F * ck! 

“Zhao Yu was shocked. In his daze, he felt like he was seeing the scene of ao Bai being trapped by Wei 

Xiaobao in the story of The Deer and the Cauldron. ” 

Who … Who the F * ck was this? 

Eh? 

“The next second, when a bright light flashed across the prisoner’s body, Zhao Yu finally recognized him! 

” 

F * ck! 

It was really like seeing a living ghost! 

“He knew this person, it was actually his godson’s father, the so-called King of special agents, li 

Bencheng! ” 

I’ll go! 

Zhao Yu would never have dreamed that the person locked up here would be Lee Bencheng! 

“Originally, Zhao Yu wanted to turn around immediately and untie Lee Bencheng. ” 

“However, when he thought of his current appearance, he had no choice but to end his vessel disguise 

and return to his original appearance. Only then did he turn around and enter the cell! ” 

Pa! 

He turned on the light and finally saw Lee Bencheng’s face clearly. 

“He saw that li Bencheng was covered in injuries, and some places were even oozing blood. It was 

obvious that he had suffered inhumane persecution for a long time! ” 



“””Hmph … Hmph Hmph …”” Lee Bencheng raised his head to take a look. After seeing that it was Zhao 

Yu, an evil smile appeared on his face. ” 

“””You’re still F * cking alive!”” Zhao Yu greeted him in Chinese, then quickly came to Lee Bencheng, 

wanting to help him unlock the chains. ” 

The four chains each had four locks! 

Zhao Yu took a look at the device bar. He only had three invisible lock breakers! 

“He had no choice but to return to the corridor and search the guards. However, after searching for a 

long time, he did not find a single key on the guards! ” 

It’s broken! 

“Zhao Yu then realized that the key that could open the iron chain that trapped Lee Bencheng could be 

in the guard room, or somewhere more advanced! ” 

“If he couldn’t open it, he would be stuck in the mud … ” 

“Just as he thought of this, the prison door in the distance suddenly opened, and two guards with rifles 

ran in. ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“””Shit!”” Zhao Yu cursed as he quickly lay on the ground and loaded the Taser bullet into the gun. ” 

“After the two guards entered, the first thing they saw was the four people lying on the ground. They 

quickly went forward to check. ” 

“Just as they came forward, Zhao Yu shot two Taser bullets at them, making them lose consciousness. ” 

Zhao Yu quickly got up with a rifle in his arms. He looked around and saw a duty room at the end of the 

corridor. 

“Hence, he hurriedly ran over. However, when he arrived at the guardroom, he only saw rows of 

surveillance screens and a few computers. He did not see any keys at all! ” 

“The guardroom was very small. He searched quickly and only found some guns, but he didn’t find the 

key … ” 

Damn it! 

“He hit his palms gloomily, thinking about how to save li Bencheng. He was surprised to find that most 

of the cells here were filled with prisoners! ” 

“Through the surveillance camera, he could see the situation in the other cells. Zhao Yu realized that the 

other prisoners were only handcuffed, and not as handcuffed as Lee Bencheng! ” 

“He quickly leaned in front of the surveillance camera and looked for the five agents. However, there 

were less than 20 criminals here. It was almost obvious at a glance. Other than Lee Bencheng, there was 

not a single Asian-looking person! ” 



“Moreover, the prisoners here were all men, and each of them looked like a fiend. They should not be 

easy to deal with! ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Zhao Yu was anxious. Since the five secret agents were not here, he naturally couldn’t go back empty-

handed, so he had to bring Lee Bencheng out! ” 

“Other than being a great philanthropist and allowing the father and son to reunite, Lee Bencheng might 

know more about the successor … ” 

“But … There were four chains, and he only had three universal lockcutters. What should he do? ” 

“Not to mention Lee Bencheng, there were so many armed guards outside, it was unknown if he could 

even rush out! ” 

Hmm … 

“At that moment, Zhao Yu looked at the surveillance screen again, and an idea suddenly came to his 

mind! ” 

Alright! 

“The enemy of my enemy is my friend. Based on the principle of fishing in troubled waters and winning 

through chaos, I might as well do something big! ” 

“Hence, he pressed down on the computer and used an enhanced hacker command. In an instant, all 

the cell doors were opened … ” 

 

Chapter 2559: identity of the dead 

 

“At night, in the Yun mountain area of Yun state, Chen Yang residence. ” 

“””Wow, it’s so exciting to come to the scene in the middle of the night!”” Ran Tao swallowed his saliva 

and went to the crime scene on the third floor with Miao Ying, Wu Xiumin, and the local Captain Shao 

xuejiang. ” 

“””There’s no elevator,”” Captain Shao said.””The murderer could only carry the victim upstairs, so the 

murderer must be a strong person!”” ” 

“Wu Xiumin observed the surrounding scene, trying to figure out the murderer’s possible psychological 

activities at that time. ” 

“””The murderer is really bold,”” Ran Tao said.””There were security guards outside, but he dared to 

sneak into the building to kill someone. What if the security guards were on night patrol or went to the 

toilet? wouldn’t he just bump into him?”” ” 

“””Captain Shao,”” Miao Ying said,””when Peter committed the crime, he gave sleeping pills to the 

guards on duty. Did the security guard do a test on him?”” ” 



“””Yes,”” Captain Shao said,””no problem! However, the security guard had some alcohol, so he slept 

like a log that night!”” ” 

“Ran Tao sighed and said,””it seems that the security guard can’t keep his job!”” ” 

“””That’s for sure,”” Captain Shao said.””According to the requirements, he should be on night patrol 

every night, but there has never been a problem here, so they slacked off …”” ” 

“””How many security guards are there in total?”” Miao Ying asked. ” 

“””There are only two of them. Each of them will work for 24 hours.”” Captain Shao answered. ” 

“””Then, we have to investigate both of the security guards,”” Miao Ying said.””The murderer could 

open the door of the bungalow so easily, so it’s very likely that he got the key from the security guards. 

We have to investigate the recent movements of the two security guards and see if anyone is watching 

them in secret …”” ” 

“””Understood!”” Captain Shao nodded.””I’ve already done that! However, the lives of these two 

security guards were relatively simple. They lived nearby and rarely went to other places! ” 

“””Also, according to them, they never bring the key to Chenyang residence with them after work. They 

usually leave it with the security guard!”” ” 

“””Then … The source of the key is also very important. Besides the guards, who else has the key?”” 

Miao Ying asked again. ” 

“””There’s a spare one in the management office!”” Captain Shao said,””including the front and back 

doors of Chenyang residence, the management office has backup, but … ” 

“””We’ve already checked. No one has touched the key to the management office recently. There are 

surveillance cameras …”” ” 

“At this time, the group had already entered the crime scene. Although the lights were on and the 

bathtub was no longer filled with blood, the scene still made people’s hearts tremble. ” 

“Miao Ying observed the scene and said to Captain Shao,””Captain Shao, have you ever thought about 

why the imposter today is so good at imitating the case from 40 years ago? there was no detailed 

information released to the public.”” ” 

“””Indeed,”” Captain Shao said.””We suspect that the current imposter may have seen the file or seen 

the crime scene!”” ” 

“””It’s more like he saw the file, but it doesn’t make sense that he saw the scene, right?”” Ran Tao 

analyzed,””if this person saw the scene 40 years ago, then he must be quite old!”” ” 

“””That’s not the point,”” Wu Xiumin said.””The point is, even if someone had seen the scene, they 

shouldn’t have imitated Peter’s murder.”” ” 

“””Why would this imposter kill someone in this way?”” ” 

“Ran Tao then said,””it’s like we’re back at the scene of the female corpse under the bridge case. If it 

was just to kill someone, it shouldn’t have been so complicated!”” ” 



“””Don’t tell me … This is all the work of that mysterious sacrificial ritual? Just like the detective case in 

Chinatown, someone wants to use this special consciousness to seek immortality or cure diseases or 

something?”” ” 

“””You … Can you stop talking nonsense?”” Wu Xiumin reproached him,””you’re misleading us with your 

nonsense!”” ” 

“””I’m just providing a new idea,”” Ran Tao murmured.””Didn’t boss do the same thing when he was 

here? His way of thinking is even more exaggerated than mine!”” ” 

“At that moment, Miao Ying stood in front of the empty fish tank and fell into deep thought. ” 

“In her mind, she was imagining the scene of the murderer committing the crime here, what the 

murderer did first and then did later, calm and orderly, as if … His psychological quality was very strong 

… ” 

Could it be that … This was not his first time killing someone? 

“Just as Miao Ying was deep in thought, her phone rang. It was cui Lizhu. ” 

“According to the task assigned to them, cui Lizhu was working with Zeng ke to find the identity of the 

female corpse. If she was calling now, it meant that she had found something. ” 

“After the call was answered, Miao Ying’s guess was confirmed. ” 

“””Sister Miao, I found it, I found it!”” Cui Lizhu said excitedly,””the deceased’s name was Zhang Qile, 

and he was a famous artist!”” ” 

“””Oh? A painter?”” Miao Ying was surprised.””How did you find it?”” ” 

“””Zeng ke used his facial recognition technology to search on the internet, and he quickly matched it,”” 

cui Lizhu said.””Then, we called this person, but we couldn’t get through to her cell phone. We then 

called her friends and family, and finally confirmed her information!”” ” 

“””This woman graduated from the Yunzhou Academy of Fine Arts. She studied under Chen Jinghua and 

is quite famous in the local area. She has held many art exhibitions,”” cui Lizhu said.””She’s 29 years old 

this year, a local of Yunzhou, single and unmarried. According to her friends, she hasn’t been contacted 

for four or five days!”” ” 

“””However, Zhang Qile is a very laid-back person. In the past, he would often go out on a whim, so no 

one paid him any attention … ” 

“””Also, her relationship with her family is very tense, so no one in her family knows about it …”” ” 

“””The painter …”” Miao Ying repeated. She seemed to have thought of something and said,””cui, now 

that we have found the identity, I will leave the interpersonal relationship of the deceased to you and 

Zeng ke!”” ” 

“””Don’t worry, sister Miao. I’ll definitely exceed the quota!”” Cui Lizhu promised. ” 



“Miao Ying wanted to remind them to focus on the victim’s financial situation and information about her 

friends, but then she thought that cui Lizhu and Zeng ke were both veterans in big cases, so she didn’t 

need to go into the details. ” 

“After hanging up the phone, Miao Ying briefly explained the situation to everyone. ” 

“””It’s no wonder that you’re the Special Investigation Group,”” Captain Shao said.””You’ve found the 

identity of the deceased so quickly. We’re even preparing to issue a corpse recognition notice!”” ” 

“””The painter is not a prostitute …”” Ran Tao pondered for a moment, then said,””it seems that the 

case in front of us is not exactly the same as the one from forty years ago!”” ” 

“””Back then, the murderer, Peter, basically chose his victims randomly,”” Miao Ying said.””But now, the 

victim is an artist, so it’s possible that this is a targeted murder!”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Ran Tao agreed.””I feel the same way. As long as the interpersonal relationships of the 

deceased are thoroughly investigated, the real murderer may soon be revealed!”” ” 

“””Let’s wait and see who this person is!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2560: chains (1) 

 

“In the dark prison on the cargo ship, the scene quickly fell into chaos as all the prison doors opened. ” 

“These prisoners were not easy to deal with. After the cell door was opened, they immediately walked 

out of the cell and came to the corridor. ” 

A few of them with sharp eyes quickly noticed the guards and guards lying on the ground and the rifles 

they were carrying. 

“In the end, they swarmed over like a swarm of bees. Everyone wanted to get a weapon in their hands! ” 

“At the same time, the metal door outside opened again, and more guards came in. ” 

“As the saying goes,””when enemies meet, they will be jealous of each other.”” When the prisoners saw 

the guards coming over, they immediately started fighting with them. In the chaos, the guards opened 

fire, and the prisoners did not show any weakness. They quickly counterattacked with their own guns. 

Both sides were fighting! ” 

Hu … 

Zhao Yu looked at the battle on the surveillance screen and quickly used the surveillance to check the 

terrain. 

“This was an enclosed area deep inside the cabin, and only the metal door led outside. All the cells were 

located on both sides of the corridor, so they could be seen at a glance. ” 

“Other than that, there were no other cells in this place. So, Zhao Yu knew very clearly that the five 

secret agents he was looking for were not here! ” 



“In that case, he could only temporarily put aside the idea of saving the agent and focus all his attention 

on Lee Bencheng. ” 

“There was no doubt that if he wanted to save li Bencheng, he had to open the four chains that bound 

him. However, there were four chains and four locks, and he only had three universal locks! ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“If only he had brought cui Lizhu with him, he might have been able to break it with a lollipop! ” 

Eh? 

Wait … 

“Suddenly, he had an idea. Although he didn’t know how to pick locks, as the king of special agents, li 

Bencheng should have his own skills in picking locks, right? ” 

So … 

He remembered that he had found a toolbox when he was rummaging through the cabinets. 

“At that moment, he quickly picked up his toolbox and turned to leave. However, when he walked past 

the fire hydrant, he saw an axe hanging inside. Without thinking, he opened the fire hydrant and held 

the axe in his hand! ” 

“When Zhao Yu returned to the corridor, it was already in chaos. With the loud gunshots, both the 

guards and the prisoners were injured. ” 

“However, the guards did not seem to have many people, and they had already been beaten back by the 

prisoners. ” 

“When Zhao Yu wanted to return to Lee Bencheng’s cell, he naturally bumped into a few prisoners who 

were dragging him behind! ” 

“””Ah?”” These prisoners didn’t manage to grab the gun, so they were shocked when they saw Zhao Yu! 

” 

A few of them didn’t even think about it and immediately raised their fists at Zhao Yu! 

“””Idiot!”” Zhao Yu cursed in English,””can’t you tell that they were the ones who released you? We’re 

on the same side!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Everyone stopped, but there was still doubt in their eyes! ” 

“””Don’t f * cking waste time!”” Zhao Yu pointed into the distance and said,””there’s only one way out. 

If we want to live, we have to rush out. If we wait for their reinforcements to arrive, it’ll be too late!”” ” 

“Hearing Zhao Yu’s words, all the prisoners looked at him. ” 

“One of them, a man with a big beard, said to Zhao Yu,””””No, they’re blocking the door. We can’t get 

out!”” ” 



“””In the room …”” Zhao Yu pointed to the surveillance room and said,””there’s a gun there, go get it!”” 

” 

“””Oh?”” ” 

“The prisoners were instantly excited, and they all rushed into the monitoring room like a swarm of 

bees. ” 

Zhao Yu took the opportunity to move forward and finally returned to Lee Bencheng’s cell. 

“Seeing that Zhao Yu had returned, Lee Bencheng once again showed that mysterious smile and snorted 

coldly. ” 

“””Hurry up!”” Zhao Yu opened the toolbox in front of li Bencheng and asked hurriedly,””do you know 

how to pick locks? Let’s untie your chains first!”” ” 

“After that, Zhao Yu looked at Lee Bencheng and realized that the king of special agents only snorted 

coldly, but did not have any other reaction. ” 

“””Why are you still playing profound at a time like this?”” ” 

“In a moment of desperation, Zhao Yu did not dare to delay, and quickly spent more than 1000 points to 

strengthen the universal lock picker, which unlocked the iron chain on li Bencheng’s right hand! ” 

“Then, he once again placed the toolbox in front of li Bencheng, thinking that the king of special agents 

would be able to open all the chains with a fierce operation! ” 

“However, to Zhao Yu’s surprise, just as Lee Bencheng’s right hand got rid of the restraint, he grabbed 

Zhao Yu’s neck and laughed evilly! ” 

“”” ” 

“””Wu … Wu Wu Wu …”” Zhao Yu suddenly couldn’t breathe, and quickly pried Lee Bencheng’s hand 

away, cursing,””are you crazy? It’s me? I’m Zhao Yu!”” ” 

“””Zhao…Zhao Yu…Ah!”” Li Bencheng’s mind was indeed stimulated, and he waved his arms frantically, 

wanting to attack Zhao Yu again. ” 

‘F * ck …’ 

Zhao Yu finally saw that li Bencheng’s mental state was not the king of special agents at all! 

“At this moment, the corridor was in a hubbub. Almost all the prisoners had gotten their weapons, and 

some had even been uncuffed. ” 

“Immediately after, they fired at the metal door as they pushed forward. It looked like they were going 

to launch a final attack! ” 

“Zhao Yu quickly came to the door and shouted, ” 

“””Hey! Which one of you knows how to pick locks? Who can help me untie this person’s chain?”” ” 



“The prisoners were all focused on how to get out. Hearing Zhao Yu’s shout, only a thin man reacted. He 

carried a rifle and came to the door to take a look! ” 

“Obviously, he didn’t know that people were chained up here. He was surprised. ” 

“””Hey,”” Zhao Yu hurriedly asked The Thin Man,””can you help me open it? If you open it, I can help 

you get out safely!”” ” 

“””Fixed price, 100000!”” The Thin Man extended a finger and asked Zhao Yu for money! ” 

“””Alright!”” Zhao Yu didn’t have the time to haggle with him, so he quickly agreed! ” 

“””Alright!”” The Thin Man immediately entered the cell, grabbed the axe that Zhao Yu had brought 

over, and looked at the end of the chain! ” 

“The end of the chain was tied to a hook on the wall, and The Thin Man directly slashed at the hook! ” 

Clang! 

“An ear-piercing sound of metal rubbing against each other came from the cell. After the axe hit the 

hook, the hook only sparked a little, but it didn’t move at all. ” 

I’m so happy! 

“Zhao Yu was dumbfounded. He had thought that The Thin Man was a genius at picking locks like cui 

Lizhu, but he didn’t expect him to be a standard wooden club! ” 

“””Are you crazy?”” Zhao Yu couldn’t help but curse,””you cut the other end of the chain. Even if you cut 

it, do I still have to run away with the chain?”” ” 

“””I can’t care that much anymore!”” The Thin Man was still trying his best to cut the iron ring hook. At 

the same time, he said,””this chain is made of steel, so you can’t cut it. You can only cut this hook!”” ” 

Clang! 

“With one swing of the axe, the iron ring burst into sparks again, but it did not show any signs of being 

cut off. ” 

“””If you do that,”” Zhao Yu said,””you might as well cut off his hands and feet!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” The Thin Man stopped and looked at Zhao Yu in surprise.””You’re so smart!”” ” 

“With that, he turned around and actually stared at Lee Bencheng’s hands and feet. ” 

“As for agent Lee Bencheng, his eyes were still cold and sharp, exuding that kind of evil and strange 

smile … ” 

“””Hey!”” Zhao Yu’s eyes widened.””What are you thinking?”” ” 

“””I’m done, but I can reattach them,”” The Thin Man said.””We’ll die sooner or later if we stay here!”” 

You … Quickly go and find a bag to put your hands and feet in …”” ” 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


